
What does M equal in algebra
M equals the variable you are trying to solve for for example:
M=25% of Atheletes in the tri-state area.
How does the earth move within the solar system?
A civil service exam yields scores with a mean of 81 and a standard deviation of 5.5. Using Chebyshev's Theorem what can we say about the percentage of
scores that are above 92?
To whom do you go if you wish to enroll in prepaid plan? A. A state agent
B. A broker
C. A federal education agent
D. A college's financial aid office
Read the excerpt below and answer the question. It was about dusk, one evening during the supreme madness of the carnival season, that I encountered my
friend. He accosted me with excessive warmth, for he had been drinking much. The man wore motley. He had on a tight-fitting parti-striped dress and his head
was surmounted by the conical cap and bells.

What is the purpose of the author’s description of Fortunato’s clothing in “The Cask of Amontillado”?
A. Fortunato’s description here highlights his lack of discipline.
B. The description is included to create humor in the story.
C. The author includes this description in order to give the reader a sense of the carnival atmosphere.
D. The author includes this description to foreshadow Fortunato’s fate.
If an interest rate is 0.046 per day, what would the daily interest charge on be on $6350.00? Thank you
A surveillance camera is located on a lamp post above a parking lot. The equation of the viewing area on an overhead grid is (x – 9)2 + (y + 3)2 = 49. Determine
the distance from the camera location to a car parked at location (-2, 5)
Bollywood is the location of festivals centered on religious practices. True False
Write two paragraphs to explain how the Cold War changed after the 1960s. First, identify the ways it changed during Leonid Brezhnev's leadership in the
1970s. Then, explain how the Cold War changed when Ronald Reagan was in office in the early 1980s. Include supporting facts and details from the text in your
response.
People who believed that the US should take care of its own problems and stay out of foreign disagreements.
Which sentence correctly uses the semicolon? It was already late in the evening; and I wanted to go to bed. There was no reason to stay awake, since we knew
that the power would not come back on until the morning. It had been a most unpleasant coincidence that the power outage had come when we had guests
staying over; the entire house was full. Still, most of our guests had been understanding about it; so there was, for the most part, good humor all around. Staying
on the second floor of the house were Uncle John, Aunt Sally, cousin Roger, Pete, the twins, and myself. We had it worse than everyone on the first floor, all the
windows in all the upstairs rooms were tinted; and there wasn’t enough moonlight in the first place. NextReset



Which of the following areas will most likely have the least surface run-off river banks dry desert sand steep mountainside rolling hillside
If your specific purpose were "To inform my audience how hurricanes develop," you would probably organize your speech in __________ order.
Which structure is the interface between the blood systems of a mother and her fetus
Louis found out that the marginal cost of selling an additional computer gadget is more than the marginal benefit. His decision of making another gadget will
make him _____ . better off
Write a program that takes three numbers as input and prints the largest. Sample run:
Enter a number: 20
Enter a number: 50
Enter a number: 5
Largest: 50?
Which Latin American country won its independence from France?A hatie B mexico C Columbia D Venezuela
What major global event led to the Bretton-Woods Conference in 1944 that created the World Bank and facilitated economic globalization? A) World War 1
B) >The Cold War
C) World War 2
D) None of the above
Olivia and her 2 friends are sharing 5 1/4 gallons of paint for their rooms. They have the same size room and therefore want to split the paint evenly. How many
gallons does each friend receive?
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